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BASICS

• In this paper, the authors have 
disregarded QCD-based physics 
entirely.

• They solely assume a presence of 
point-like partons inside nucleons.

• One of the nucleons is assumed 
to be consisted of partons of 
different energy and the other of an 
optical potential on which the 
projectile hadron scatters.
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hadron will in another Lorentz frame become an
interaction between two partons belonging both to
the wave function of the same hadron. Thus the
wee-parton distribution and the parton-parton am-
plitude are not independent quantities. In princi-
ple, it should be possible to derive the wee-parton
distribution corresponding to any given parton-
parton amplitude. Since we do not know how to do
this, but have a fairly clear idea what the answer
must look like, we guessed the answer directly
and provided a phenomenological parametrization
for it. We do not know if our wee-parton distribu-
tion and parton-parton amplitude are theoretically
consistent. However, since our results are quite
independent of the values of the parameters of the
model, we believe that this is not a serious objec-
tion to our model.
A third difficulty of the present formulation of

our model, which is related to the previous one,
is the following: We described the target hadron
by a homogeneous optical potential. It should be
possible to derive this potential from a convolution
of the target parton distribution with the parton-
parton amplitude. We have done this, and learned
that our assumption that the wee partons are un-
correlated runs into trouble either with Lorentz
invariance or with exact s-channel unitarity. How-
ever, we believe that a more realistic paramet-
rization of the wee-parton distribution, which
would include correlations between partons, would
remove the theoretical inconsistency without in-
fluencing our numerically results significantly.
We wish to mention here a more detailed —but

highly speculative —picture which could perhaps
underlie our work. In that picture, a fast-moving
nucleon consists of three valence quarks together
with multiperipheral chains of seapartons, which
are emitted at random by the valence quarks with
coupling constant -G (see Fig. I). It may be mean-
ingful to neglect the interactions between the
chains —including processes in which one chain
splits into two, or in which two fuse into one—and
assume that each chain supplies at most one wee
parton. In this way, the number of wee partons
and the rapidity distribution for a single parton
would correspond to independent fluctuations, as
assumed in our model.
Next we briefly compare our analysis with a re-

cent study carried out by FiaIkowski and Van
Hove. " Inspired by the results of Ref. 6, these
authors calculated inelastic diffraction in a model
in which the internal structure of a fast-moving
nucleon was described in terms of three valence
quarks and gluons, and the gluons were taken to
be the active element in nondiffractive hadronic
collisions at high energy. " The absorption prob-
ability was assumed to depend on the fractional
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FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of a fast-moving
proton approaching an optical potential based on a multi-
peripheral point of view. The proton structure is des-
cribed in terms of three valence quarks plus multi-
peripheral chains of sea partons. The full wave function
is a superposition of components with varying number
of chains, each of which contains a varying number of
partons at various impact parameters and rapidities ~

The total impact parameter of the collision, B, is
determined by the fast partons. Out of the three chains
shown, only chain number 1 has a chance to interact
with the target. Chain number 2 will pass the target out
of its range, and chain number 3 contains non-wee par-
tons only and will thus pass through the target without
being capable of interacting with it.

momenta x,x', and the relative impact param-
eter b of the two colliding gluon states as follows:

t(x„x,', b ) = I exp t -Q(x„x,', b~) ], (30a)

where

A(x, x', b ) = X(b )x xg. (Sob)

The probability distributions for x and x' were as-
sumed to be flat, and the impact-parameter dis-
tributions of the gluon center of momentum rela-
tive to the particle center of momentum were de-
scribed by Gaussians. The function X(b ) was then
determined by fitting the model to CERN ISR data
on pp elastic scattering. The total inelastic dif-
fractive cross section predicted by the model.
ranges from 2.7 to 5.1 mb, to be compared with
experimental estimates of 5-8 mb.
It should be clear that our analysis is quite s&m-

ilar both in spirit and in its practical formulation
to that of Fia&owski and Van Hove. The b, -fluc-
tuation component of dissociation is nearly iden-
tically described by the two approaches. In the
longitudinal and density fluctuations, however, the
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BASICS

• They have disregarded the 
contribution of the high-energy 
partons to the fluctuations that 
govern diffraction processes.

• They focus on modelling the 
behavior of the soft partons and 
their contribution to the cross 
section.
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Hence inelastic diffraction is proportional to the
dispersion ((f —(f))') in cross sections for the diag-
onal channels. Equations (5)-(V) imply 2II„,(b)
-c„(b)—c~,«(b) = (f) —(t'). Hence the requirement
0 ~ t, ~ 1 for the absorption probabilities leads to the
upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of

diffraction are parton states, so Eq. (1) takes the
form

!8)=g g[ d2b;dy, C„(b„.. . , b„;y„.. . , y„)

(G'"/¹) II!c,(b;, y,)!', (9 }

d'b, dy,. C b„y, '=1. (Bb)

Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-

, yg)- (6)

The labels in C~ refer to impact parameters and
rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states

e-"C2"/Xt Q!C(b„y,)!2d2b, dy, , (10)

and which interact with the target with probability
~ell

f(bl! !bNi yl &
' & yli! b}

=1-Q(1 r(b, +b, y, )], (11)
f=l

where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
eikonal form:

(t)=1 —e '"",
(f2) (f)2 e 2C (21(e+C (T 1 ] )

(12)

(13)

d'b, dy I&(b, y ) I'[ (b, +b, y, )7"

are moments of the single-particle interaction
probability at impact parameter b.
The parton states, which are eigenstates for dif-

fraction, are the same at all values of the overall
llllpRct pR1'Rllle'tel' ll. Equatio118 RIlalogolls 'to (6)
and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
amplitudes, which are two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the impact-parameter amplitudes.
In this way„we obtain

dII.I/d2q =, (f )',
dc„„/d'q=,((f 2) —(f)2),

~ 42bll '' !«gt yll & y2!) 1

which appear in the incident particl. e with probabil-
ity

(I'}=+ -'*(c"/x!!ff elc(2b b&!I J,a*i& „""!*-H(!-~(b,b, v!!
N=0 1=1 I'= 1

The averages needed for Eqs. (15}and (16) again take an eikonal form, and can be simplified to
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Projectile hadron
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rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
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Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
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bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-
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since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states

e-"C2"/Xt Q!C(b„y,)!2d2b, dy, , (10)

and which interact with the target with probability
~ell

f(bl! !bNi yl &
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=1-Q(1 r(b, +b, y, )], (11)
f=l

where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
eikonal form:
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are moments of the single-particle interaction
probability at impact parameter b.
The parton states, which are eigenstates for dif-

fraction, are the same at all values of the overall
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and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
amplitudes, which are two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the impact-parameter amplitudes.
In this way„we obtain

dII.I/d2q =, (f )',
dc„„/d'q=,((f 2) —(f)2),
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which appear in the incident particl. e with probabil-
ity
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The averages needed for Eqs. (15}and (16) again take an eikonal form, and can be simplified to

Summary of the model:
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onal channels. Equations (5)-(V) imply 2II„,(b)
-c„(b)—c~,«(b) = (f) —(t'). Hence the requirement
0 ~ t, ~ 1 for the absorption probabilities leads to the
upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of
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form
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Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-
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rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states
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and which interact with the target with probability
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where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
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and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
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In this way„we obtain
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interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
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but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
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(18)

where (t) is given by Eqs. (12) and (14), and

(t') —(t)'=f d'bd'b'e"' 'exp[ G'[(—e(b)) (e(b'))]][exp[G'(e(5)e(b'))] 1], (19)

where r(b) is given by Eq. (13) and

(e(b)e(b')) = f d*b,dp, I&(b„p,) l*
x T(bb+ b, y, )r(b~+ b', yb) . (20)

from the hadron which produced them.
To describe the interaction probability of a single

wee parton, we choose

&(b, y) =& exp(- I y I/o' —b'/y) (22)

Hence we can calculate the differential cross sec-
tion fdo/(dtdm')dm' exc—ept for possible t „ef-
fects which we neglect.
This completes the formalism of the optical mod-

el. Given G', which specifies the average number
of wee partons; IC(b, y) I', which specifies the sin-
gle-parton probability distribution; and r(b, y),
which specifies the single-parton interaction prob-
ability, we can calculate the elastic and diffractive
cross sections versus impact parameter, using
Eqs. (5), (6), (12), and (13), or versus momentum
transfer, using Eqs. (15), (16), (18), and (19).

III. SPECIFIC MODEL

In this section, we choose explicit forms for the
functions which characterize our optical model.
We choose the numerical constants in these forms
according to physical arguments, and in accord
with the known elastic ampl. itude. With all param-
eters of the theory thus determined, we predict
the inelastic diffractive cross section, and find
that it agrees with the observed magnitude and
momentum transfer dependence.
A detailed fit to elastic and inelastic diffractive

data would be inappropriate, in view of the sim-
plifying assumptions built into the optical potential
approach. Our purpose here is rather to investi-
gate whether the parton viewpoint correctly ac-
counts for the behavior of inelastic diffraction
"semiquantitatively, "without the aid of adjustable
parameters or unmotivated assumptions. The pa-
rameters in our model are entirely determined
from the parton point of view, together with infor-
mation from elastic scattering.
To describe the single-wee-parton probability

distribution at a given energy, we choose

I C(b, y) I' =«xp(- I y I/][ —b'/tl) (21)

in Eq. (9a). The normalization K= 1/(2]tP]].) is re-
quired by Eq. (9b). Thus we have three parameters
to describe the wee-parton distribution: G', the
average number; X, the width in rapidity; and P,
the mean square distance in impact parameter

in Eq. (11). Thus we have three more parameters:
A, the maximum interaction probability, where
0&A & 1; a, the range in rapidity; y, the range in
impact parameter.
Our model appears to have six parameters, but

actually has only five because, when the integral. s
over parton rapidities are carried out, the param-
eters n and X enter only as their ratio. We choose
the parameters as follows. We set A= 1, its max-
imum possible value, because the short-range par-
ton interaction is expected to be very strong. We
set u/][=2. 0 and y/P= 2.0 because the range in y
and b of the optical potential includes effects due
both to the target particle wave function and due to
the parton-parton interaction, so it should be
somewhat larger than the range of the beam par-
ticle wave function alone. We shal. l later vary the
values of these three parameters over a wide
range and study how our results depend on these
parameters.
We choose the remaining two parameters of the

model to obtain o„,= 43 mb and 0„=8.7 mb, which
are appropriate to Pp scattering at ~s= 53 GeV."
In this way, we find P= 6.0 GeV ' and G'=2. 93.
With the model parameters thus determined,

we calculate the cross section for beam dissocia-
tion and find 3.2 mb. This result is large enough
to agree with experiments, which report 2.5-3.5
mb (i.e. , 5-7 mb for beam dissociation+target
dissociation+ double dissociation). "
The impact-parameter dependences of the cross

sections are shown in Fig. 1. We see that the
cross section for inelastic diffraction is strikingly
different in shape from that of elastic scattering.
The elastic cross section is roughly Gaussian,
while the inelastic diffractive cross section is
much more spread out and actually peaks away
from b= 0. We also note that the diffractive cross
section lies everywhere below the unitarity bound
—,o„,(b) —o„(b). This was of course to be expected,
since our model is based on the very unitarity con-
siderations which lead to the bound.
Inelastic diff~action arises from fluctuations in

the cross sections for the diagonal states at each
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dispersion ((f —(f))') in cross sections for the diag-
onal channels. Equations (5)-(V) imply 2II„,(b)
-c„(b)—c~,«(b) = (f) —(t'). Hence the requirement
0 ~ t, ~ 1 for the absorption probabilities leads to the
upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of
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form
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Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-

, yg)- (6)

The labels in C~ refer to impact parameters and
rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states

e-"C2"/Xt Q!C(b„y,)!2d2b, dy, , (10)

and which interact with the target with probability
~ell

f(bl! !bNi yl &
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=1-Q(1 r(b, +b, y, )], (11)
f=l

where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
eikonal form:

(t)=1 —e '"",
(f2) (f)2 e 2C (21(e+C (T 1 ] )

(12)

(13)

d'b, dy I&(b, y ) I'[ (b, +b, y, )7"

are moments of the single-particle interaction
probability at impact parameter b.
The parton states, which are eigenstates for dif-

fraction, are the same at all values of the overall
llllpRct pR1'Rllle'tel' ll. Equatio118 RIlalogolls 'to (6)
and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
amplitudes, which are two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the impact-parameter amplitudes.
In this way„we obtain

dII.I/d2q =, (f )',
dc„„/d'q=,((f 2) —(f)2),

~ 42bll '' !«gt yll & y2!) 1

which appear in the incident particl. e with probabil-
ity

(I'}=+ -'*(c"/x!!ff elc(2b b&!I J,a*i& „""!*-H(!-~(b,b, v!!
N=0 1=1 I'= 1

The averages needed for Eqs. (15}and (16) again take an eikonal form, and can be simplified to
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These interact with probablity

Probability for a parton i to interact with target
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(18)

where (t) is given by Eqs. (12) and (14), and

(t') —(t)'=f d'bd'b'e"' 'exp[ G'[(—e(b)) (e(b'))]][exp[G'(e(5)e(b'))] 1], (19)

where r(b) is given by Eq. (13) and

(e(b)e(b')) = f d*b,dp, I&(b„p,) l*
x T(bb+ b, y, )r(b~+ b', yb) . (20)

from the hadron which produced them.
To describe the interaction probability of a single

wee parton, we choose

&(b, y) =& exp(- I y I/o' —b'/y) (22)

Hence we can calculate the differential cross sec-
tion fdo/(dtdm')dm' exc—ept for possible t „ef-
fects which we neglect.
This completes the formalism of the optical mod-

el. Given G', which specifies the average number
of wee partons; IC(b, y) I', which specifies the sin-
gle-parton probability distribution; and r(b, y),
which specifies the single-parton interaction prob-
ability, we can calculate the elastic and diffractive
cross sections versus impact parameter, using
Eqs. (5), (6), (12), and (13), or versus momentum
transfer, using Eqs. (15), (16), (18), and (19).

III. SPECIFIC MODEL

In this section, we choose explicit forms for the
functions which characterize our optical model.
We choose the numerical constants in these forms
according to physical arguments, and in accord
with the known elastic ampl. itude. With all param-
eters of the theory thus determined, we predict
the inelastic diffractive cross section, and find
that it agrees with the observed magnitude and
momentum transfer dependence.
A detailed fit to elastic and inelastic diffractive

data would be inappropriate, in view of the sim-
plifying assumptions built into the optical potential
approach. Our purpose here is rather to investi-
gate whether the parton viewpoint correctly ac-
counts for the behavior of inelastic diffraction
"semiquantitatively, "without the aid of adjustable
parameters or unmotivated assumptions. The pa-
rameters in our model are entirely determined
from the parton point of view, together with infor-
mation from elastic scattering.
To describe the single-wee-parton probability

distribution at a given energy, we choose

I C(b, y) I' =«xp(- I y I/][ —b'/tl) (21)

in Eq. (9a). The normalization K= 1/(2]tP]].) is re-
quired by Eq. (9b). Thus we have three parameters
to describe the wee-parton distribution: G', the
average number; X, the width in rapidity; and P,
the mean square distance in impact parameter

in Eq. (11). Thus we have three more parameters:
A, the maximum interaction probability, where
0&A & 1; a, the range in rapidity; y, the range in
impact parameter.
Our model appears to have six parameters, but

actually has only five because, when the integral. s
over parton rapidities are carried out, the param-
eters n and X enter only as their ratio. We choose
the parameters as follows. We set A= 1, its max-
imum possible value, because the short-range par-
ton interaction is expected to be very strong. We
set u/][=2. 0 and y/P= 2.0 because the range in y
and b of the optical potential includes effects due
both to the target particle wave function and due to
the parton-parton interaction, so it should be
somewhat larger than the range of the beam par-
ticle wave function alone. We shal. l later vary the
values of these three parameters over a wide
range and study how our results depend on these
parameters.
We choose the remaining two parameters of the

model to obtain o„,= 43 mb and 0„=8.7 mb, which
are appropriate to Pp scattering at ~s= 53 GeV."
In this way, we find P= 6.0 GeV ' and G'=2. 93.
With the model parameters thus determined,

we calculate the cross section for beam dissocia-
tion and find 3.2 mb. This result is large enough
to agree with experiments, which report 2.5-3.5
mb (i.e. , 5-7 mb for beam dissociation+target
dissociation+ double dissociation). "
The impact-parameter dependences of the cross

sections are shown in Fig. 1. We see that the
cross section for inelastic diffraction is strikingly
different in shape from that of elastic scattering.
The elastic cross section is roughly Gaussian,
while the inelastic diffractive cross section is
much more spread out and actually peaks away
from b= 0. We also note that the diffractive cross
section lies everywhere below the unitarity bound
—,o„,(b) —o„(b). This was of course to be expected,
since our model is based on the very unitarity con-
siderations which lead to the bound.
Inelastic diff~action arises from fluctuations in

the cross sections for the diagonal states at each
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Independent wee-parton states

with probability                                           given by Poisson distr.

HANNU I. MIETTINEN AND JON PUMPLIN

Hence inelastic diffraction is proportional to the
dispersion ((f —(f))') in cross sections for the diag-
onal channels. Equations (5)-(V) imply 2II„,(b)
-c„(b)—c~,«(b) = (f) —(t'). Hence the requirement
0 ~ t, ~ 1 for the absorption probabilities leads to the
upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of

diffraction are parton states, so Eq. (1) takes the
form

!8)=g g[ d2b;dy, C„(b„.. . , b„;y„.. . , y„)

(G'"/¹) II!c,(b;, y,)!', (9 }

d'b, dy,. C b„y, '=1. (Bb)

Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-

, yg)- (6)

The labels in C~ refer to impact parameters and
rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states

e-"C2"/Xt Q!C(b„y,)!2d2b, dy, , (10)

and which interact with the target with probability
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where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-
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where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
eikonal form:

(t)=1 —e '"",
(f2) (f)2 e 2C (21(e+C (T 1 ] )
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are moments of the single-particle interaction
probability at impact parameter b.
The parton states, which are eigenstates for dif-

fraction, are the same at all values of the overall
llllpRct pR1'Rllle'tel' ll. Equatio118 RIlalogolls 'to (6)
and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
amplitudes, which are two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the impact-parameter amplitudes.
In this way„we obtain

dII.I/d2q =, (f )',
dc„„/d'q=,((f 2) —(f)2),

~ 42bll '' !«gt yll & y2!) 1

which appear in the incident particl. e with probabil-
ity

(I'}=+ -'*(c"/x!!ff elc(2b b&!I J,a*i& „""!*-H(!-~(b,b, v!!
N=0 1=1 I'= 1

The averages needed for Eqs. (15}and (16) again take an eikonal form, and can be simplified to
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Hence inelastic diffraction is proportional to the
dispersion ((f —(f))') in cross sections for the diag-
onal channels. Equations (5)-(V) imply 2II„,(b)
-c„(b)—c~,«(b) = (f) —(t'). Hence the requirement
0 ~ t, ~ 1 for the absorption probabilities leads to the
upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of

diffraction are parton states, so Eq. (1) takes the
form

!8)=g g[ d2b;dy, C„(b„.. . , b„;y„.. . , y„)

(G'"/¹) II!c,(b;, y,)!', (9 }
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Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-

, yg)- (6)

The labels in C~ refer to impact parameters and
rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
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The mean values for those probabilities are then:
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(18)

where (t) is given by Eqs. (12) and (14), and

(t') —(t)'=f d'bd'b'e"' 'exp[ G'[(—e(b)) (e(b'))]][exp[G'(e(5)e(b'))] 1], (19)

where r(b) is given by Eq. (13) and

(e(b)e(b')) = f d*b,dp, I&(b„p,) l*
x T(bb+ b, y, )r(b~+ b', yb) . (20)

from the hadron which produced them.
To describe the interaction probability of a single

wee parton, we choose

&(b, y) =& exp(- I y I/o' —b'/y) (22)

Hence we can calculate the differential cross sec-
tion fdo/(dtdm')dm' exc—ept for possible t „ef-
fects which we neglect.
This completes the formalism of the optical mod-

el. Given G', which specifies the average number
of wee partons; IC(b, y) I', which specifies the sin-
gle-parton probability distribution; and r(b, y),
which specifies the single-parton interaction prob-
ability, we can calculate the elastic and diffractive
cross sections versus impact parameter, using
Eqs. (5), (6), (12), and (13), or versus momentum
transfer, using Eqs. (15), (16), (18), and (19).

III. SPECIFIC MODEL

In this section, we choose explicit forms for the
functions which characterize our optical model.
We choose the numerical constants in these forms
according to physical arguments, and in accord
with the known elastic ampl. itude. With all param-
eters of the theory thus determined, we predict
the inelastic diffractive cross section, and find
that it agrees with the observed magnitude and
momentum transfer dependence.
A detailed fit to elastic and inelastic diffractive

data would be inappropriate, in view of the sim-
plifying assumptions built into the optical potential
approach. Our purpose here is rather to investi-
gate whether the parton viewpoint correctly ac-
counts for the behavior of inelastic diffraction
"semiquantitatively, "without the aid of adjustable
parameters or unmotivated assumptions. The pa-
rameters in our model are entirely determined
from the parton point of view, together with infor-
mation from elastic scattering.
To describe the single-wee-parton probability

distribution at a given energy, we choose

I C(b, y) I' =«xp(- I y I/][ —b'/tl) (21)

in Eq. (9a). The normalization K= 1/(2]tP]].) is re-
quired by Eq. (9b). Thus we have three parameters
to describe the wee-parton distribution: G', the
average number; X, the width in rapidity; and P,
the mean square distance in impact parameter

in Eq. (11). Thus we have three more parameters:
A, the maximum interaction probability, where
0&A & 1; a, the range in rapidity; y, the range in
impact parameter.
Our model appears to have six parameters, but

actually has only five because, when the integral. s
over parton rapidities are carried out, the param-
eters n and X enter only as their ratio. We choose
the parameters as follows. We set A= 1, its max-
imum possible value, because the short-range par-
ton interaction is expected to be very strong. We
set u/][=2. 0 and y/P= 2.0 because the range in y
and b of the optical potential includes effects due
both to the target particle wave function and due to
the parton-parton interaction, so it should be
somewhat larger than the range of the beam par-
ticle wave function alone. We shal. l later vary the
values of these three parameters over a wide
range and study how our results depend on these
parameters.
We choose the remaining two parameters of the

model to obtain o„,= 43 mb and 0„=8.7 mb, which
are appropriate to Pp scattering at ~s= 53 GeV."
In this way, we find P= 6.0 GeV ' and G'=2. 93.
With the model parameters thus determined,

we calculate the cross section for beam dissocia-
tion and find 3.2 mb. This result is large enough
to agree with experiments, which report 2.5-3.5
mb (i.e. , 5-7 mb for beam dissociation+target
dissociation+ double dissociation). "
The impact-parameter dependences of the cross

sections are shown in Fig. 1. We see that the
cross section for inelastic diffraction is strikingly
different in shape from that of elastic scattering.
The elastic cross section is roughly Gaussian,
while the inelastic diffractive cross section is
much more spread out and actually peaks away
from b= 0. We also note that the diffractive cross
section lies everywhere below the unitarity bound
—,o„,(b) —o„(b). This was of course to be expected,
since our model is based on the very unitarity con-
siderations which lead to the bound.
Inelastic diff~action arises from fluctuations in

the cross sections for the diagonal states at each
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Independent wee-parton states

with probability                                           given by Poisson distr.
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Hence inelastic diffraction is proportional to the
dispersion ((f —(f))') in cross sections for the diag-
onal channels. Equations (5)-(V) imply 2II„,(b)
-c„(b)—c~,«(b) = (f) —(t'). Hence the requirement
0 ~ t, ~ 1 for the absorption probabilities leads to the
upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of

diffraction are parton states, so Eq. (1) takes the
form

!8)=g g[ d2b;dy, C„(b„.. . , b„;y„.. . , y„)

(G'"/¹) II!c,(b;, y,)!', (9 }

d'b, dy,. C b„y, '=1. (Bb)

Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-

, yg)- (6)

The labels in C~ refer to impact parameters and
rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states

e-"C2"/Xt Q!C(b„y,)!2d2b, dy, , (10)

and which interact with the target with probability
~ell

f(bl! !bNi yl &
' & yli! b}

=1-Q(1 r(b, +b, y, )], (11)
f=l

where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
eikonal form:

(t)=1 —e '"",
(f2) (f)2 e 2C (21(e+C (T 1 ] )

(12)

(13)

d'b, dy I&(b, y ) I'[ (b, +b, y, )7"

are moments of the single-particle interaction
probability at impact parameter b.
The parton states, which are eigenstates for dif-

fraction, are the same at all values of the overall
llllpRct pR1'Rllle'tel' ll. Equatio118 RIlalogolls 'to (6)
and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
amplitudes, which are two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the impact-parameter amplitudes.
In this way„we obtain

dII.I/d2q =, (f )',
dc„„/d'q=,((f 2) —(f)2),

~ 42bll '' !«gt yll & y2!) 1

which appear in the incident particl. e with probabil-
ity

(I'}=+ -'*(c"/x!!ff elc(2b b&!I J,a*i& „""!*-H(!-~(b,b, v!!
N=0 1=1 I'= 1

The averages needed for Eqs. (15}and (16) again take an eikonal form, and can be simplified to

Summary of the model:
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upper bound (rd„,+ 0„go„,. ' ' The bound is satu-
rated if each t, is either completely transparent or
fully absorbed, so that (f) = (f').
Our basic assumption is that the eigenstates of

diffraction are parton states, so Eq. (1) takes the
form

!8)=g g[ d2b;dy, C„(b„.. . , b„;y„.. . , y„)

(G'"/¹) II!c,(b;, y,)!', (9 }

d'b, dy,. C b„y, '=1. (Bb)

Next we calculate the probability of a given par-
ton state to interact with the target. If the proba-
bility for a parton j to interact is T„then the prob-
ability for it not to interact is 1 —7„the probabil-
ity for N partons not to interact is II, ,(1—7,), and
hence the probability for one or more of the N par-
tons to interact is 1 —II,",(1—r, ). We have calcu-
lated this quantity using the "conservation of prob-

, yg)- (6)

The labels in C~ refer to impact parameters and
rapidities of the wee partons. The large-momen-
tum parton labels are not indicated explicitly,
since these partons have negligible probability to
interact with the target. A sum over those labels
is implicit whenever matrix elements are calcu-
lated. %e assume for simplicity that the parton
interactions are independent of spin. The impact-
parameter variables b,. are defined relative to the
impact parameter of the incident particle. Hence
a sum over all of the partons would yield Zx, b;= 0;
but the contribution of the wee partons to this sum
is negligible, so it provides no constraint on them.
For simplicity, we shall consider a model in

which the wee partons are not correlated with each
other. The total probability associated with N wee
partons is then given by a Poisson distribution,
with mean number 6 . We have
I&db„"-, b~ yl

ability" explicitly. Our results therefore depend
directly on s-channel unitarity.
Our optical model is now completely specified.

To summarize it, we have independent wee-parton
states

e-"C2"/Xt Q!C(b„y,)!2d2b, dy, , (10)

and which interact with the target with probability
~ell

f(bl! !bNi yl &
' & yli! b}

=1-Q(1 r(b, +b, y, )], (11)
f=l

where b is the impact parameter of the incident
hadron, and 7'(b, y) is the interaction probability
for a singl. e parton.
The cross sections as a function of impact pa-

rameter are determined by moments of the absorp-
tion spectrum according to Eqs. (5)-(V). Because
the wee-parton distributions have been assumed to
be independent, these moments take on a simple
eikonal form:

(t)=1 —e '"",
(f2) (f)2 e 2C (21(e+C (T 1 ] )

(12)

(13)

d'b, dy I&(b, y ) I'[ (b, +b, y, )7"

are moments of the single-particle interaction
probability at impact parameter b.
The parton states, which are eigenstates for dif-

fraction, are the same at all values of the overall
llllpRct pR1'Rllle'tel' ll. Equatio118 RIlalogolls 'to (6)
and (V) therefore hold for the momentum-space
amplitudes, which are two-dimensional Fourier
transforms of the impact-parameter amplitudes.
In this way„we obtain

dII.I/d2q =, (f )',
dc„„/d'q=,((f 2) —(f)2),

~ 42bll '' !«gt yll & y2!) 1

which appear in the incident particl. e with probabil-
ity

(I'}=+ -'*(c"/x!!ff elc(2b b&!I J,a*i& „""!*-H(!-~(b,b, v!!
N=0 1=1 I'= 1

The averages needed for Eqs. (15}and (16) again take an eikonal form, and can be simplified to
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Probability for a parton i to interact with target
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Which translate to the cross sections like this.
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(18)

where (t) is given by Eqs. (12) and (14), and

(t') —(t)'=f d'bd'b'e"' 'exp[ G'[(—e(b)) (e(b'))]][exp[G'(e(5)e(b'))] 1], (19)

where r(b) is given by Eq. (13) and

(e(b)e(b')) = f d*b,dp, I&(b„p,) l*
x T(bb+ b, y, )r(b~+ b', yb) . (20)

from the hadron which produced them.
To describe the interaction probability of a single

wee parton, we choose

&(b, y) =& exp(- I y I/o' —b'/y) (22)

Hence we can calculate the differential cross sec-
tion fdo/(dtdm')dm' exc—ept for possible t „ef-
fects which we neglect.
This completes the formalism of the optical mod-

el. Given G', which specifies the average number
of wee partons; IC(b, y) I', which specifies the sin-
gle-parton probability distribution; and r(b, y),
which specifies the single-parton interaction prob-
ability, we can calculate the elastic and diffractive
cross sections versus impact parameter, using
Eqs. (5), (6), (12), and (13), or versus momentum
transfer, using Eqs. (15), (16), (18), and (19).

III. SPECIFIC MODEL

In this section, we choose explicit forms for the
functions which characterize our optical model.
We choose the numerical constants in these forms
according to physical arguments, and in accord
with the known elastic ampl. itude. With all param-
eters of the theory thus determined, we predict
the inelastic diffractive cross section, and find
that it agrees with the observed magnitude and
momentum transfer dependence.
A detailed fit to elastic and inelastic diffractive

data would be inappropriate, in view of the sim-
plifying assumptions built into the optical potential
approach. Our purpose here is rather to investi-
gate whether the parton viewpoint correctly ac-
counts for the behavior of inelastic diffraction
"semiquantitatively, "without the aid of adjustable
parameters or unmotivated assumptions. The pa-
rameters in our model are entirely determined
from the parton point of view, together with infor-
mation from elastic scattering.
To describe the single-wee-parton probability

distribution at a given energy, we choose

I C(b, y) I' =«xp(- I y I/][ —b'/tl) (21)

in Eq. (9a). The normalization K= 1/(2]tP]].) is re-
quired by Eq. (9b). Thus we have three parameters
to describe the wee-parton distribution: G', the
average number; X, the width in rapidity; and P,
the mean square distance in impact parameter

in Eq. (11). Thus we have three more parameters:
A, the maximum interaction probability, where
0&A & 1; a, the range in rapidity; y, the range in
impact parameter.
Our model appears to have six parameters, but

actually has only five because, when the integral. s
over parton rapidities are carried out, the param-
eters n and X enter only as their ratio. We choose
the parameters as follows. We set A= 1, its max-
imum possible value, because the short-range par-
ton interaction is expected to be very strong. We
set u/][=2. 0 and y/P= 2.0 because the range in y
and b of the optical potential includes effects due
both to the target particle wave function and due to
the parton-parton interaction, so it should be
somewhat larger than the range of the beam par-
ticle wave function alone. We shal. l later vary the
values of these three parameters over a wide
range and study how our results depend on these
parameters.
We choose the remaining two parameters of the

model to obtain o„,= 43 mb and 0„=8.7 mb, which
are appropriate to Pp scattering at ~s= 53 GeV."
In this way, we find P= 6.0 GeV ' and G'=2. 93.
With the model parameters thus determined,

we calculate the cross section for beam dissocia-
tion and find 3.2 mb. This result is large enough
to agree with experiments, which report 2.5-3.5
mb (i.e. , 5-7 mb for beam dissociation+target
dissociation+ double dissociation). "
The impact-parameter dependences of the cross

sections are shown in Fig. 1. We see that the
cross section for inelastic diffraction is strikingly
different in shape from that of elastic scattering.
The elastic cross section is roughly Gaussian,
while the inelastic diffractive cross section is
much more spread out and actually peaks away
from b= 0. We also note that the diffractive cross
section lies everywhere below the unitarity bound
—,o„,(b) —o„(b). This was of course to be expected,
since our model is based on the very unitarity con-
siderations which lead to the bound.
Inelastic diff~action arises from fluctuations in

the cross sections for the diagonal states at each
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HOW THE WORLD LOOKS LIKE 
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CROSS SECTION DISTRIBUTION

The cross section and its distribution 
in impact parameter.

The free parameters in this model 
were fit to describe the integrated 
total cross section and elastic cross 
section.

This prediction corresponds with an 
integrated diffractive cross section of 
6.5mb.
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FIG. 1. The impact-parameter dependence of inelastic
diffraction predicted by our model (solid curve). It
corresponds to an integrated cross section 0 d«&= 6.5 mb,
which is consistent with experiment (see Ref. 4). It is
also consistent with the bound oz&f {b)- ~ crt, t (b) —0,& {b)
(/////), which follows from unitarity. Observe'that inelastic
diffraction is much more peripheral in impact para-
meter than elastic scattering (—.—) or the nondiffrac-
tive cross section Otpt(b) oe](b) &djf f(b) ("—~ ~-). The
parameters of the model were chosen so that do„/dt
approximates the known elastic scattering at v s = 53 GeV.

(23)

in place of Eq. (14). This leaves the first moment
(7(b)), and with it the elastic amplitude, unchanged.
But it reduces o«« from 6.47 to 5.67 mb. Thus
the y,. fluctuations contribute only about 12%%uo to od, «

impact parameter. These fluctuations result from
variations in the number N, rapidities y, , and im-
pact parameters b,. of the wee partons. We can
use our model to estimate the relative contributions
from these three sources of fluctuations. This is
done as follows:
(1) To observe the effect of the y,- fluctuations,

we look at what happens when they are removed.
This is easily done by averaging over y,. before cal-
culating the dispersion in the diagonal cross sec-
tions —i.e. , using

tl

( ]b))- f db,. "d), ~C y]h, )]' ]b, ~ b, y, )

FIG. 2. The diffractive cross section as a function of
impact parameter, repeated from Fig. 1, and the con-
tributions to it from fluctuations in the number (N),
rapidities (y;), and relative impact parameters (b;) of
the wee partons ~ The b; fluctuations are responsible for
the very peripheral nature of 0 «f(b), and contribute
about z of the integrated value 6.5 mb.

( (b)) f dy, [d"'b, C ]It„}y,)]'T' ~ b],ty, }]'. (24)

This reduces ogfff from 6.47 to 3.47 mb. Thus the
b,. fluctuations account for about 46% of o«ff To
estimate the b dependence of the b, -fluctuation con-
trobution we proceed as we did with the y. flucua-
tions, and subtract the modified do«„/d'b from
the complete one. The result, shown in Fig. 2, is
an extremely peripheral distribution which peaks
near b= 0.8 fm.
(3) The contribution of N fluctuations can be seen

by averaging over both b, and y,. before calculating
the dispersion, so that (v'"(bj) is replaced by (7(b))".

in this model. By subtracting the modified dad„,}'
d'b from the complete one, we can infer the b de-
pendence of the y;-fluctuation effect. This is done
in Fig. 2. We see that the cross section due to y,.
fluctuations is more centrally distributed than the
total diffractive inelastic cross section, although
not quite as central as the elastic cross section
shown in Fig. 1.
(2) The effect of the b; fluctuations can similarly

be observed by averaging over b,. before calculating
the dispersion. That is, we replace Eq. (14) by



CROSS SECTION DISSECTION

Then they tested the dependence of the cross section on the fluctuations in the
1. Impact parameter position

2. Rapidity of parton

3. Number of partons
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the complete one. The result, shown in Fig. 2, is
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near b= 0.8 fm.
(3) The contribution of N fluctuations can be seen

by averaging over both b, and y,. before calculating
the dispersion, so that (v'"(bj) is replaced by (7(b))".

in this model. By subtracting the modified dad„,}'
d'b from the complete one, we can infer the b de-
pendence of the y;-fluctuation effect. This is done
in Fig. 2. We see that the cross section due to y,.
fluctuations is more centrally distributed than the
total diffractive inelastic cross section, although
not quite as central as the elastic cross section
shown in Fig. 1.
(2) The effect of the b; fluctuations can similarly

be observed by averaging over b,. before calculating
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pendence of the y;-fluctuation effect. This is done
in Fig. 2. We see that the cross section due to y,.
fluctuations is more centrally distributed than the
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not quite as central as the elastic cross section
shown in Fig. 1.
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be observed by averaging over b,. before calculating
the dispersion. That is, we replace Eq. (14) by+

They averaged over the inconsidered fluctuations to study the independent contribution.



CROSS SECTION DISSECTION

The contribution to the total cross 
section from fluctuations in impact 
parameter space, rapidity and number 
of partons.

12% - rapidity fluctuations
46% - impact parameter fluctuations
47% - number fluctuations

Assumption of independence of 
fluctuations of partons is almost 
valid – 105% ~ 100%
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DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION

The prediction of this model 
confronted with data measured at 
CERN ISR experiment.

Resulting slope of 6.9 GeV-2 fits the 
measured data well.

The decomposition of the cross 
section into its constituent parts is 
also shown.

Furthermore, a variation of 
parameters was carried out, to verify 
the “rigidness” of the model – a huge 
variation of parameters resulted into a 
small variation in results.
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a large forward peak, it was thus an embarrass-
ment not only to Regge-pole theorists, but also to
followers of the additive-quark-model approach
combined with the Glauber theory. "
In the Sec. III we saw that the differential cross

section predicted by our model was in good agree-
ment with experiment, including the absence of a
dip near t=0. Furthermore, we observed that in
the model, the large forward cross section was
due to rapidity and multiplicity fluctuations of the
wee partons. The impact-parameter fluctuations
gave rise to a contribution which turned over and
was very small at t= 0. We shall now elaborate on
this point and clarify why the additive-quark-mod-
el approach goes completely astray in its predic-
tions concerning the t dependence of the dissocia-
tion spectra.
Let us briefly recall the theoretical argument for

the forward zero in the additive quark model. To
minimize inessential complications consider scat-
tering of a composite system of X constituents in
an external field. In the Born approximation to
nonrelativistic Glauber theory, the amplitude for
the reaction state A - state C is

Itl (Gev*)
FIG. 5. The momentum-transfer dependence of beam

dissociation, f (do/dtdm t)dmt for pp -p*p, predicted by
our model. The experimental data are from Ref. 4.
Also shown is a decomposition of the full cross section
into contributions due to fluctuations in the number (N),
rapidities (y&), and relative impact parameters (b&) of
the wee partons. The N-fluctuation contribution is seen
to dominate near t = 0, and the b&-fluctuation component
at large-t values.

experiment is not a "numerical accident" due to a
clever choice of parameter values but follows
from the general structure of the model.

IV. THE NATURE OF FORWARD DISSOCIATION

The behavior of inelastic diffraction spectra
near the forward direction has received much the-
oretical attention in the past. Before conclusive
high-energy data became available, many theorists
anticipated that the cross section of diffraction dis-
sociation should vanish (or at least turn over) in
the forward direction. The issue received special
attention in 1971-1973 in relation to the Mueller-
Regge formulation of diffraction theory and to the
question of decoupling of the triple Pomeron. How-
ever, as the reader may well recall, the forward
zero was predicted already earlier from much
simpler theoretical arguments. It follows e.g. in
the quark-model approaches to diffraction in the
single-scattering approximation to Glauber theo-

When experiments showed no dip but rather

T~c(&) = Q Ta(q )&a'c(tl),
k=1

(28)

where T„(q,) is the elastic scattering amplitude of
the constituent k, and

+~~~c~(~) = Q'c I
e'q 'a"

I g~) (27)

is the overlap integral of the states A and C. In
the forward direction, q, = 0, and the overlap in-
tegral reduces to the orthogonality integral of the
two states

(&= 0) = (' c I '4) = bcx (28)

which is zero for two orthogonal states.
Although the above derivation is greatly simpli-
fied, it does grasp the essential physics that under-
lies the forward zero in the framework of the ad-
ditive quark model. The literature abounds with
arguments that relativistic effects (or, equivalent-
ly, t „effects)would invalidate the above deriva-
tion and remove the forward zero, "but it is fairly
easy to see that these arguments are based on in-
consistent uses of relativity. This point was em-
phasized by Bell."
An analysis of the additive quark model within

our formalism sheds more light on the physical
origin of the forward zero. Consider the scatter-
ing of a nucleon consisting of three quarks with
fractional momenta x„x„x,and impact param-
eters b„b„b„respectively.Since the number
of constituents is fixed (N= 3), the wave function
has no X fluctuations. The wave function does



PERIPHERALITY

Origin of the diffractive cross section has been 
shown to be peripheral – large impact parameters 
contributing more to it.

This is illustrated qualitatively in the following 
gedanken experiment.

Head on collisions do not deform the wave-
function to produce other eigen states.

The peripheral collision then distorts the wave 
such that other eigen-states are produced in its 
Fourier decomposition.
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have fluctuations in the longitudinal momenta but,
in the approximation of energy-independent scat-
tering of the quarks, the absorption is independent
of the x,.'s and thus longitudinal fluctuations do
not give rise to dispersion in absorption and to
diffraction dissociation. Hence we see that, in
this model, all diffraction dissociation originates
from b,. fluctuations. But, in the Born approxima-
tion, the total cross section of a particular wave-
function conf iguration is independent of the impact
parameters of the quarks and equal to the number
of quarks times the total quark cross section

(a) iso) ~about) =c~4o)

(Tt t d' b 0„,b, —b, . . . = 3cr,'„ (29) (b) ~lout) =no~&o) +

+o~ Ift ) +".
i to)

FIG. 6. A GedankenexPeriment illustrating the physical
origin of the peripherality of the b;-fluctuation compon-
ent. A harmonic osci11ator, initially in its ground state
~ t 0), scatters from a very wide and very thin screen
of hadronic matter. Because the screen is very thin,
only single-sc attering contributions are important. In
(a), the oscillator hits the interior of the screen. If
the scattering probability if independent of energy, then
the wave function is absorbed uniformly. Hence no
diffraction dissociation occurs. In |b), the oscillator
hits the edge of the screen. The final-state wave func-
tion is distorted, and therefore contains excited com-
ponents, i.e., diffraction dissociation takes place.

point. One sees from this figure that, while elas-
tic scattering is large where the magnitude of the
absorption is large, diffraction dissociation due
to the b,. fluctuations is large where the derivative
of the absorption is large. Since the absorption is
most rapidly varying at the edge of the scattering
region, the peripheral distribution of the b,.-fluc-
tuation contributions follows.
We should add one more explanation about the

properties of the b, -fluctuation contribution to dis-
sociation. We concluded above that, although the
b-space distribution of this contribution should be
peri phera/, its momentum-space distribution di ps
near t=0. Such a behavior seems to contradict
the intuitive idea that peripheral b-space distribu-
tions should correspond to momentum-space dis-

In other words, the eigen-cross-section spectrum
in the single-scattering approximation consists of
a single 5 peak at o= 3o,'„.Equation (25) tells us
that the forward dissociation cross section is pro-
portional to the dispersion squared of the eigen-
cross-section spectrum. The width of a & peak is
zero, and the forward dissociation cross section
thus vanishes.
Now consider our approach. As we saw in Sec.

III, the contribution to dissociation due to the b,
fluctuations peaked away from (= 0 and was very
small in the forward direction. This forward dip
is nothing but the above orthogonaLity zero, slight-
ly filled in by multiple-scattering contributions.
However, the total dissociation cross section is
large and peaks near t= 0, since the contributions
due to the N and y& fluctuations present in our mod-
el, but absent in the additive quark model, are
sizable and sharply peaked near t= 0.
We strongly believe that our above discussion

grasps the essense of the failure of the additive
quark model in describing diffraction dissociation.
The wave function of a fast-moving hadron is much
more complicated than the naive (nonrelativistic
as well as relativistic) quark model asserts. Since
impact-parameter fluctuations cannot give rise to
a sizable forward dissociation cross section, the
experimentalLy observed large cross sechon
proves that the absorption also depends strongLy
on degrees of freedom in the wave function which
are other than the transverse ones.
An intersting feature of the dissociation contri-

bution generated by the b, fluctuations is that its
impact-parameter distribution is much more pe-
ripheral than those of the y,.- and N-fluctuation
contributions and that of elastic scattering. At
first sight one might think that this peripherality
is generated by multiple scattering contributions.
A closer look at the problem, however, shows that
this is not so: The peripherality is already present
at the Born-term Level. In Fig. 6 we present a
simple Gedankenexperiment which illustrates the



COMPARISON TO ADDITIVE QUARK 
MODEL

In additive quark model, the total cross section would be equal to the sum of the 
independent cross sections of the contributing quarks.

In the Born approximation the quark wave function does not depend on impact 
parameter and quarks are equal in number.

Since                 is not a distribution, its variance vanishes. So does the cross section, 
which is in contrary to what we observe in nature.
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dissociation cross sec@on is mainly due to the
large and very peripheral b; flu-ctuation component.
The spectrum of absorption probabilities for

various impact parameters is shown in Fig. 3.
Note that these probabilities have already been av-
eraged over the target configurations (this was im-
plicitly done when we replaced the target by a ho-
mogeneous optical potential). If both the beam and
the target were described in terms of partons, the
full nonsmeared probabilities would then be even
more spread out and e.g. the b= 0.6-fm distribu-
tion would be strongly double-peaked in agreement
with the analysis of Ref. 6.
The distribution of eigenchannel cross sections is

shown in Fig. 4. One sees that the 43-mb cross
section which is observed in pp scattering at ~s
= 53 GeV is actually an average over cross sec-
tions for parton configurations which vary enor-
mously. Now Eq. (16), together with the optics. l
theorem, gives us
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This again preserves the fit to elastic scattering.
It reduces od$ff to 3.04 mb. Thus the N flucuations
contribute about 47Vo of the inelastic diffractive
cross section. The b distribution of the N fluctua-
tion, shown in Fig. 2, is quite central in shape.
(4) The above contributions to odfff are not strict-

ly additive —even though we assume no correlations
between b„y,, and N in the wave function. Our
analysis based on eliminating their contributions
one at a time is nevertheless reasonable. As a
check of this, we note that the three contributions
estimated above add up to 105fo, which is reason-
ably cl.ose to 100%. Furthermore, we have repeat-
ed the calculations for various permutations of the
order in which the various fluctuations were elim-
inated, and obtained essentially no changes in the
results. We thus conclude that the contribution to
diffraction due to y, , b„andN fluctuations is ap-
proximately 10', 45Vo, and 45Vo, respectively.
(5) A comparison of the y, —,b, —, and N-fluctua-

tion components to dissociation shown in Fig. 2
teaches us that the peripheral shaPe of the total

interaction probability t

FIG. 3. The distribution of interaction probabilities at
various impact parameters. The large dispersion in
these probabilities is responsible for the large cross
section for beam dissociation, which is observed ex-
perimentally. Note that these "eigenamplitudes" have
already been averaged over the target configurations ~

In our model, there is a component of the parton wave
function which contains zero wee partons, and which
therefore does not interact. It accounts for e = 5.4$-C
of the wave function. In order to display its effect, these
curves are averaged in the region from 0 to 0.05.
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From Fig. 4 we see that the main contribution to
the very large dispersion of the total cross-section
spectrum comes from the variation in the number
of wee partons. We may thus anticipate that the
small-t dissociation is mainly due to N fluctua-
tions.
The momentum-transfer distribution of the

beam-dissociation cross section is shown in Fig.
5. The data, which come from a CERN ISR ex-
periment, ' have been integrated over the x range
0.95& ix i

&1.0 of the target proton. We see that
the model prediction is in excellent agreement
with experiments, both in magnitude and in shape.
The predicted value for the forward slope is about
6.9 GeV '.
The decomposition of the diffractive cross sec-

tion do«„/d'q into its various components can be
carried out in the same way as for do(gf f/d'b.
From the result shown in Fig. 5 we learn two im-
portant lessons. Firstly, the b,.-fluctuation com-
ponent is very broad and dominates the total spec-
trum at large momentum transfer. It peaks around
t= -0.1 GeV' and nearly vanishes in the forward
direction. The reason for this forward dip will be
discussed in the next section. Secondly, small-t
dissociation is seen to be dominated by the large
and very steep (slope= 12.2 GeV ') N fluctuation,
in agreement with our expectation based on the
eigen cross-section spectrum of Fig. 3. (The
reader may be surprised that the b,. fluctuations
make both do'««/d b and do««/dt more broad;
however, these cross sections contain sums of
squares of many ampl. itudes, and are therefore
not related directly by Fourier transformation. )
We shall now examine how sensitively our re-
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tributions which are sharply peaked and maximal
in the forward direction. The solution to this para-
dox is very simple. The Fourier-Bessel trans-
formations between impact-parameter space and
momentum space are of course transformations of
amplitudes and not of cross sections. The disso-
ciation amplitudes generated by the b, fluctuations
peak at the edge of the interaction region (and thus
give rise to a peripheral cross section), but they
are rapidly varying and change sign in nearby re-
gions. These oscillations of the b-space ampli-
tudes give rise to large cancellations in the Fou-
rier-Bessel integrals and produce the small-t dip.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In the parton approach pursued in this paper,
the parton-parton interactions were assumed to
be dominantly short-range interactions in rapidity
space. From this assumption, and from some gen-
eral knowledge of the parton distribution functions,
two great simplifications of our analysis resulted.
Firstly, it was seen that the global properties of
diffraction depended on the distribution and inter-
actions of the very slow "wee" cartons only Thu. s,
no assumptions were needed about the structure
of the hadrons' wave functions in the dynamically
more complicated finite-x region. Secondly, we
found that, as long as we were attempting to cal-
culate elastic and total inelastic diffractive cross
sections only, no detailed knowledge of the parton-
parton forces was needed. It is a most beautiful
property of the shadow dynamics that these theo
cross sections depend on the first two moments of
the absoxPÃon only. Thus, as long as we have in-
cluded the correct degrees of freedom in the wave
functions and described the interparton forces
properly in the average, our analysis should pro-
vide reasonable results.
We adopted simple phenomenological paramet-

rizations for the wee-parton distributions and the
parton interaction probability, fixed two of the
five model parameters by fitting 0„,and 0„,and
carried out the calculations for various values of
the remaining three parameters. The most im-
portant results of our analysis can be summarized
as follows:
(A) The model describes elastic scattering fair-

ly well. This is not surprising, since do„ldt is
experimentally nearly exponential, and thus can be
described rather well in terms of the two param-
eters o„,and 0„,whose measured values were
used as input to our analysis.
(B) The model predicts 2.5-3.5 mb for the beam-

dissociation cross section in proton-proton scat-
tering in the Fermilab-CERN ISR energy range.
This result is in excellent agreement with experi-

ments.
(C) The b-space distribution of the inelastic dif-

fractive cross section is found to be much more
peripheral than that of elastic scattering. It is
peaked away from b=0, near b=0.5 fm.
(D) The inelastic diffractive cross section has

been separated into contributions due to rapidity,
impact-parmeter, and multiplicity fluctuations of
the wee partons. The relative contributions of
these three types of fluctuations are approximately
10%, 45%, and 45%, respectively. The b-space
distributions of the y, - and N-fluctuation contribu-
tions are found to be central, whereas the b, -fluc-
tuation contribution is strongly peripheral.
(E) We observed that the peripherality of the b, -

fluctuation component was not primarily due to
multiple scattering effects but rather a property of
single scattering amplitudes. A simple Gedanken-
experiment was presented which demonstrated why
this is the case.
(F) The forward value and the slope of do««ldt

are correctly predicted by the model. This agree-
ment is not at all trivial, since the slope of do«i, l
dt (A = 6 GeV ') is much smaller than that of elastic
scattering (A= 11 GeV ').
(G) We decomposed do««ldt into contributions

due to the y;, b, , and N fluctuations. The b,.-fluc-
tuation contribution was found to dominate at large
momentum transfers, to peak around t= -0.1 GeV',
and to be very small in the forward direction. The
N- and y, -fluctuation contributions peaked sharply
in the forward direction and dominated the scatter-
ing in the region near t= 0.
(H) We clarified the reason for the catastrophic

failure of the additive quark models (relativistic
as well as nonrelativistic) in predicting the t de-
pendence of diffractive production.
Lest the reader become overly encouraged by

our good results, we now discuss some of the lim-
itations of the model, as it now stands. First, all
our calculations have beeninclusive, i.e. , we have
summed over all the channels of diffractive pro-
duction. This was required by the unitarity form-
alism developed in Sec. II. Thus, we cannot pre-
dict the internal properties of the diffractively
produced states. Even the basic question of the
mass spectrum of the excited states is not ad-
dressed —to say nothing of more detailed proper-
ties of the produced states such as the mass-slope
correlation, spin and helicity dependence, etc.
A second limitation of the present formulation of

the model is that we parametrized the wee-parton
distribution and the parton-parton interactions in-
dependently. However, Lorentz invariance re-
quires that what in one Lorentz frame appears as
an interaction between a parton belonging to the
beam hadron and another belonging to the target
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• The model describes elastic scattering as well as dissociative cross
section in proton-proton collisions.

• Diffractive collisions have shown to be more peripheral then elastic
scattering, which has been qualitatively explained.

• Inelastic cross section has been dissected into its components which
contribute ~10%-y, 45%-b and 45%-N.

• Correct forward value of differential diffractive cross section as well
as its slope is produced by this model.

• Additive quark model fails to describe such phenomena due to the
lack of fluctuations in N, which then results into incorrect data
description.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

No matter what, don’t lose hope. We are all bombastic.

- Dan Nekonečný



CROSS SECTION DISTRIBUTION

They also studied the distribution of the cross section of the eigen states of the scattering.
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FIG. 4. The distribution of total cross sections for the parton states, which are the eigenstates of diffraction in our
model (solid curve), and the contributions to it from wave-function components with 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 wee partons
(dashed curves). In the region 0—5 mb, we display the average for the sum in order to make visible the -5.4% fraction
with O=O.

suits depend on the values chosen for the param-
eters. Let us begin by looking at some extremes.
By choosing G' = 2.6, A = 0.75, P = 6 GeV ', y = 12
GeV ', X/a= 0, we obtain a model which has no y,
fluctuations, but which has elastic and diffractive
inelastic cross sections which are nearly identical
to those of our original choice. Hence the y, fluc-
tuations are not essential to produce agreement
with experiment. This is, of course, not a sur-
prising result since we have seen that the y,. fluc-
tuations contributed no more than about 10' of the
total dissociation cross section and, furthermore,
the y, -fluctuation component did not dominate the
spectra in any t range.
Next, by choosing G'= 1.53, y = 18 GeV ', P = 0,

X/n = 0, we obtain a model which has the same
elastic amplitude and the same integrated cross
section off f f 6.47 mb as our original model, but
which has no y, or b,. fluctuations. This model
disagrees violently with experiment, however, and
thereby demonstrates that b, f!.uctuations must not
be ignored. This disagreement appears mainly in
the shape of do~, z,/dt: The small-t slope becomes
A= 12 GeV ', which is nearly twice the experimen-
tal value.
As a final extreme, we could replace the Poisson

distribution in the number of wee partons by a
fixed number N. With P = 0, we could then obtain
a model which has only b, fluctuations. It would
disagree with experiment in the opposite way: The

diffractive inelastic cross section would have a dip
at zero momentum transfer which is not observed.
These considerations demonstrate that the b,.

fluctuations are responsible for about & of the in
elastic diffractive cross section Models w. hich
attempt to approximate this fraction by 0 or 1 will
certainly fail.
Let us now discuss less extreme variations of

the model parameters. We repeated all our cal-
culations for numerous combinations of the values
of the parameters, varying A between 0.7 and 1,
y/P between 1.5 and 3.0, and n/X between 1.5 and
3.0. In each case the remaining two parameters
of the model were set by fitting elastic scattering.
The average number of wee partons varied between
2.3 and 4.1. The predicted diffractive cross sec-
tion varied between 7.5 and 5.5 mb. The relative
contributions of the three types of fluctuations into
dissociation proved also to be quite stable. From
this exercise we can assign the following values
and errors for these contributions: y„b„andN
fluctuations contribute 10+5%, 45+10Vo, and 45
+ 10Vo, respectively. The predicted differential
cross section do«~, /dt stayed always in rough
agreement with experiment. Altogether, the re-
sults turned out to be surprisingly stable with re-
spect to the variation of the model parameters not
determined by elastic scattering. This is an ex-
tremely gratifying result since it means that the
very good agreement between our predictions and
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Note that these probabilities have already been av-
eraged over the target configurations (this was im-
plicitly done when we replaced the target by a ho-
mogeneous optical potential). If both the beam and
the target were described in terms of partons, the
full nonsmeared probabilities would then be even
more spread out and e.g. the b= 0.6-fm distribu-
tion would be strongly double-peaked in agreement
with the analysis of Ref. 6.
The distribution of eigenchannel cross sections is
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section which is observed in pp scattering at ~s
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tions for parton configurations which vary enor-
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This again preserves the fit to elastic scattering.
It reduces od$ff to 3.04 mb. Thus the N flucuations
contribute about 47Vo of the inelastic diffractive
cross section. The b distribution of the N fluctua-
tion, shown in Fig. 2, is quite central in shape.
(4) The above contributions to odfff are not strict-

ly additive —even though we assume no correlations
between b„y,, and N in the wave function. Our
analysis based on eliminating their contributions
one at a time is nevertheless reasonable. As a
check of this, we note that the three contributions
estimated above add up to 105fo, which is reason-
ably cl.ose to 100%. Furthermore, we have repeat-
ed the calculations for various permutations of the
order in which the various fluctuations were elim-
inated, and obtained essentially no changes in the
results. We thus conclude that the contribution to
diffraction due to y, , b„andN fluctuations is ap-
proximately 10', 45Vo, and 45Vo, respectively.
(5) A comparison of the y, —,b, —, and N-fluctua-

tion components to dissociation shown in Fig. 2
teaches us that the peripheral shaPe of the total
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FIG. 3. The distribution of interaction probabilities at
various impact parameters. The large dispersion in
these probabilities is responsible for the large cross
section for beam dissociation, which is observed ex-
perimentally. Note that these "eigenamplitudes" have
already been averaged over the target configurations ~

In our model, there is a component of the parton wave
function which contains zero wee partons, and which
therefore does not interact. It accounts for e = 5.4$-C
of the wave function. In order to display its effect, these
curves are averaged in the region from 0 to 0.05.
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From Fig. 4 we see that the main contribution to
the very large dispersion of the total cross-section
spectrum comes from the variation in the number
of wee partons. We may thus anticipate that the
small-t dissociation is mainly due to N fluctua-
tions.
The momentum-transfer distribution of the

beam-dissociation cross section is shown in Fig.
5. The data, which come from a CERN ISR ex-
periment, ' have been integrated over the x range
0.95& ix i

&1.0 of the target proton. We see that
the model prediction is in excellent agreement
with experiments, both in magnitude and in shape.
The predicted value for the forward slope is about
6.9 GeV '.
The decomposition of the diffractive cross sec-

tion do«„/d'q into its various components can be
carried out in the same way as for do(gf f/d'b.
From the result shown in Fig. 5 we learn two im-
portant lessons. Firstly, the b,.-fluctuation com-
ponent is very broad and dominates the total spec-
trum at large momentum transfer. It peaks around
t= -0.1 GeV' and nearly vanishes in the forward
direction. The reason for this forward dip will be
discussed in the next section. Secondly, small-t
dissociation is seen to be dominated by the large
and very steep (slope= 12.2 GeV ') N fluctuation,
in agreement with our expectation based on the
eigen cross-section spectrum of Fig. 3. (The
reader may be surprised that the b,. fluctuations
make both do'««/d b and do««/dt more broad;
however, these cross sections contain sums of
squares of many ampl. itudes, and are therefore
not related directly by Fourier transformation. )
We shall now examine how sensitively our re-
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